
GE 	OWN PROTEST: WHOLE SCHEDULE OF TWO DAYS OF WORKSHOPS WITH STUDENTS 
April 9 and 16, 1988 
Lynrie Shivers 

(WorkshOps with trainers were held March 28 and April 4) 

APRIL 9 

8 - 9 
	

Registration 

9 - 10:15 
	

Welcome, presentation of the whole program (agenda review), 
Introductions, guidelines and rules 

10:15 	 Break, moving to small workshops 

10:30 - 12:00 	GOAL SETTING WORKSHOP.  

12:00 - 1:00 	lunch 

1:00 - 1:15 	Agenda review for the afternoon 

1:15 - 2:15 	COMMUNITY BUILDING WORKSHOP 

2:15 - 2:30 	break 

2:30 - 4:30 	UNLEARNING WORKSHOP 

4:40 - 5:15 	All together: evaluation and close, affirmations in a circle 

APRIL 16 

9:00 - 10:00 	Registration, agenda review, announcements 

10:00 10:30 	Presentation by Jason Robinson 

10:30 - 10:45 	break 

10:45 - 12:15 	WORKSHOP ON NONVIOLENCE AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION 

12:15 - 1:00 	lunch 

1:00 - 1:30 	Presentation en march route and rally plans for April 23 

1:30 - 1:40 	move to small groups 

1:40 - 4:00 	MARSHAL TRAINING WORKSHOP 

4:00 - 4:15 	break 

4:15 - 5:00 	All together: announcements, questions, evaluation, close 



FOR THE GERMANTOWN PROTEST 
For Group Leaders 

SUGGESTED 	 written by Lynne Shivers 

AGENDA FO' kikLOO 31 	4  P CONFLICT RESOLUTION WORKSHOP) (About 90 minutes) 
scheduled for April 16 morning 

10 	 introductions, agenda review, game/recent excitements 

10 	 word association with "nonviolence" or 

discussion based on Jason Robinson's presentation heard earlier, 
leading 	to 

short presentation on defining nonviolence 
with discussion 
Game: Touch Blue or Elephant-Palm Tree 
mirroring (to contrast conflict versus cooperation behavior) 

15 	 hassle line 	Situation: Line A people say something like, 
"Green people are moving into our 
neighborhood. I don't like that," 
etc. 

discussion 	 Line B people challenge the slur. 

(How did it feel to Challenge someone? What response? 
What did you learn from this experience?) 

Sharing: One thing you learned about nonviolence and conflict 
resolution (going around in a circle with no responses 
from others) 

SUGGESTED AGENDA FOR MARSHAL TRAINING AND LOGISTICS WORKSHOP 
schecu_Lea for April 1• a 

20 	 introductions, agenda review, excitement/game 

15 	 orientation to marshalling: why need marshals, teams, definition. 
handouts 

20 	 Situation analysis 

10 	 break/3 otyyke_ 

50 	 roleplaying 

15 	 quick decision exercises 

10 	 evaluate and close 



GERMANTOWN PROTEST: TRAINING WORKSHOP 
led by Lynne Shivers  
AGENDA FOR COMMUNITY-BUILDING WORKSHOP 

Agenda review 	 5 

Introductions: name school, job, favorite hobby or sport, 
recent excitement, favorite color 	20 

Word association with "Community" --- put on flip chart 	 10 

Group conversation on "Ny experience of living and connecting in 	30 
Germantown" 

Affirmations: explain rationale and do them 	 20 

Evaluation and close 	 5 



GERMANTOWN PROTEST 
Philadelphia, Spring, 1988 
written by Lynne Shivers for Group leaders 

QUICK DECISION SITUATIONS 
(see copy of pages 257-258 for explanation of the exercise itself) 

1. You are part of a marshal team at the intersection along Germantown Avenue. 
The parade is going by. Police arrive and order the march to stop in order 

to let fire engines go through. What action do you, as a marshal, take? 

2. A person falls in the middle of the street and the parade may be blocked if they 
stay there. What do you do? 

3. You are a marshal in the parade rally site before the march. A person unknown 
to you takes the bullhorn you are responsible for. What do you do? 

4. In the rally site, a fistfight breaks out. As a marshal, what do you do? 

HCLEPLAYING SITUATIONS 
(see nandout for steps in leading roleplays) 

1. Harassment Situation: During the march a group of marchers pass by a small 
cluster of hecilers who call obscene names at the marchers. 

Cast: marchers, 3 hecklers, one marshal 
Discussion points: The marshal's job is to keep the march moving. Ignore the 
hecklers: they are only heckling. Does the marshal say anything in particular to help 
the marchers keep their cool? 

2. Moving march Situatinn: Marshal finds his portion of the march lagging far behind, 
and s/he wants to close the line up. 

Cast: Marchers, two marshals 
Discussion points: How do the marshals do their job? Are they friendly or commanding? 
Does the tone of their voices convey confidence? Are they too authoritarian or 
condenscending? Do they offer a reason for closing up the line? Instead of saying, 
"You do" this or that, use "let's" do this or that. 

3. Fistfight Situation: In the march (or rally site), two people begin fistfighting. 
What response do marshals make? 

Cast: Two fighters, two marshals, other participants in the march/rally 
Discussion points: If you can, prevent others from joining the fistfight. If you or 
others try to stop it by wading in, you and others will probably only get caught up 
in the fighting and it will escalate. Surround the fight with your back to the 
fighters. Do not touch or push people; many times people resent this and will 
push back. Stay calm. 

NOTE to leader of roleplaying: Since surprise is a major element of dealing with 
conflicts in large group situatinns, we recommend that you introduce each 

roleplay so you do not give away what will happen. Just introduce it as another 
situation, and you need X number of marshals, X number of other people and so on. 
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The march is moving down Germantoii Avenue toward the stage/ rally area. A group of 
people arrive at the intersection with signs about drugs ("DRUGS ARE GOOD FOR YOU," 
"SAY YES TO DRUGS," "POT FREES YOUR M1NDI")and so on. They clearly intend to join the 
march. Analyze best responses from marshals. What should the marshals' goals be? 
Should they seek support from police? 
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SITUATION: At the rally, a small group of 
people in the back of the rally 

begin to chant "SAY YES TO DRUGS!" during 
the speeches from the stage. 

Questions: What can the marshals do? What 
should marshals do? Suggest 

responses for different marshal teams. Should 
they ask support from police? What should 
the goals for the marshals be in this 
situation? 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR PEACEKEEPERS  , 

-acekeepers are participants of a demonstration with special responsibility for 
21ping the participants achieve their goals. Peacekeepers 	set the tone of the 
amonstration. They have essential information (gotten through a training session) 
ad set the discipline by serving participants rather than ordering them. We can 
we confidence in our skills. As peacekeepers, we can be flexible, think quickly, 
eep cool, take the initiative. When we give directions, have a good reason. Walk, 
matt run. Talk, don't shout. Better to act than freeze. We should be able to work 
th other peacekeepers. We should accept directions from coordinators as well as give 

.iem to participants. If you have to leave your post, get someone whom you can rely on 
n take your place temporarily. 

7:CKLING:  We should try to engage hecklers in conversation when feasible. They may be 
frustrated and can communicate only by heckling. In a march, a peacekeeper's 

ain responsibility is toward the marchers. Keep marchers moving around hecklers. If 
DU do talk with hecklers, discuss, don't argue; arguing only gets both parties more 
rustrated. Be polite. Smile. Nothing is more disarming. 

CUFFLES:  Tell others to stay away. Keep between the scuffle and the narchers. Keep the 
march moving. Our backs should generally be toward the scufflers, while 
urging others not to-join. Let the scuffle fizzle out. We do not need to play 

eroes and try to internose ourselves. Do not touch or push people; many people resent 
uch action. Do not run toward fights. Move quietly and quickly to a scuffle if you 
an help to isolate it. Stay calm. It's only a fight. 

_RESTS:  If one of the participants gets arrested: 
Urge people to stay away from the scene. Don't try to block the police or 

heir vans. Urge others not to; it'll only provoke the police. Observe what happens: 
by the arrest, who is arrested, names and badge numbers of police. Get others to observe 
f you can't. 3e careful to keep some distance while observing. 

7S7UP7ERS IT =i THE DEMCNST2ATION:  Talk with them if possible. If they are 
demonstrators, they may accept good arguments why 

he demonstration should be Peaceful or have a certain tone. Do not let disruptors dis-
,ract the rest of the demonstrators. Keep people's minds on the demonstration by 
ncouraging them to keen moving, singing, chanting, or whatever is appropriate to the 
situation. 

'LICE:  Maintain contact between yourselves and the police whenever possible. It is 
better to inform police of your intentions than to request permission from them. 
Be open to their legitimate concerns, such as a traffic flow. 

:= EDIA:  Whenever ccosible, direct media people to people in the demonstration with 
responsibility to talk with media. If you talk with them, your attention 
will be diverted from the job you are there for. 

remember:  These are only suggestions, not absolute rules for Peacekeepers. Use your 
imag'naticn and fleability for others relevant to your own situation. 
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